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Descriptive Summary

Identifier ICU.SPCL.CRMS160

Title Fogarty, Thomas B. Motors

Date 1867-1880

Date Crerar Ms 160

Size 3 volumes

Repository Special Collections Research Center
University of Chicago Library
1100 East 57th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A.

Abstract Scrapbooks containing manuscript notes, correspondence, advertisements, clippings, and diagrams. Material relates to motors. All material tipped or pasted in. Volume one: "Experiments - Researches, Plan - Data...Relating to Domestic Motors." Volume two: Clippings or articles on electro-magnetic, locomotive, gas, air, steam, and rotary engines. Volume three: Clippings on electromagnetic power, with advertisements and articles on sewing and flying machines, and manuscript notes on motors.

Information on Use

Access Open for research. No restrictions.

Citation When quoting material from this collection, the preferred citation is: Fogarty, Thomas B., Motors, Crerar Ms 160, [Box #, Folder #], Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library

Scope Note
Scrapbooks containing manuscript notes, correspondence, advertisements, clippings, and diagrams. Material relates to motors. All material tipped or pasted in. Volume one: "Experiments - Researches, Plan - Data...Relating to Domestic Motors." Volume two: Clippings or articles on electro-magnetic, locomotive, gas, air, steam, and rotary engines. Volume three: Clippings on electromagnetic power, with advertisements and articles on sewing and flying machines, and manuscript notes on motors.

Related Resources
The following related resources are located in the Department of Special Collections:

http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/spcl/select.html

**Subject Headings**

- Motors
- Engines
- Air-engines
- Steam-engines
- Electromagnetics
- Machinery
- Sewing machines
- Scrapbooks

**INVENTORY**

Crerar Ms 160